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Learning Objectives

Define the difference between Operational and Embodied Carbon

Define LCA at a summary level, describe how it works, and how it is 
used by Mithun

Explain the 2030 Challenge approach to setting goals/targets for net 
zero carbon design

Briefly describe how this process can work in any firm

Cite at least two ways in which the 2030 Challenge/Commitment has 
been integrated into the design process employed at Mithun

Smart Carbon Goals: LCA in Design Practice



Housekeeping Reminders

A recording of 
today’s 

presentation will 
be made available 

on our website

Today’s session 
qualifies for 1 
AIA HSW/LU

Please use the 
Q&A function to 
ask questions for 

today’s 
presenters
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Disciplines—

Architecture

Urban Planning

Urban Design

Landscape Architecture

Interior Design



100+







Roadmap—

-Carbon 101

-Intro to LCA

Q+A / Stretch break!

-Leveraging LCA Tools

-Leveraging Embodied Carbon Literacy

Q+A



Carbon 101—



What is carbon?

Fundamental building 

block of life.

A greenhouse gas 

emission, occurring 

naturally and from human 

activity, which contributes 

to the disruption of the 

global climate.



-Any gas that absorbs and re-emits heat

-Since ~1850 (industrialization), human 

activities have been releasing extra GHGs 

into the atmosphere

-Svante Arrhenius was the first to link a rise 

in carbon dioxide gas from burning fossil 

fuels to a warming effect. In 1896.

What are greenhouse gases (GHGs)?



What is Global Warming Potential 
(GWP)?

-A metric used to describe potential 

changes in global surface temperatures 

caused by higher concentrations of 

GHGs in the atmosphere

What is CO2e?

-The (typical) unit of GWP, describing 

the total effect of all GHGs, 

standardized to CO2



Operational vs. embodied carbon

OPERATIONAL (OPERATING) CARBON:

The GWP attributed to the operation 
and use of the building.

EMBODIED CARBON:

The GWP attributed to material 
production, construction and disposal.
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Did you see the 

newest UN 

climate report?



Global building sector as 

a whole must be carbon 

free by 2050

(operational + embodied)

TIME VALUE

OF CARBON

Effect on the climate is = time x emissions
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Operational vs. embodied carbon

HIGH 

PERFORMANCE 

BUILDING





Life Cycle Assessment: 
Emissions to Impacts—



Credit: Carbon Leadership Forum (CLF)

The basics
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EMBODIED CARBON
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UPFRONT 

EMISSIONS



LCA in Practice:
Material Characteristics—



Typical characteristics of carbon-
intensive materials

-large amount of material extraction

-high heat required during 

manufacturing

-energy-intensive manufacturing 

process*

-used in large quantities



Typical characteristics of low-carbon
materials

-bio-based materials*

-rapidly renewable materials

-high recycled content (less raw 

material extraction)

-durable materials*
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-Plants act as a carbon sink over the 

growth cycle, pulling CO2 from the 

atmosphere and storing it in their 

mass, roots and surrounding soil

-Healthy soils are very important to 

the global carbon balance

-Source wood products from 

sustainably managed forests!

Carbon sequestration



Case
Study—
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Casa Adelante at 681 Florida St.
San Francisco, CA

Cementing Low Carbon 

Construction
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!



Baseline

• WBLCA shows concrete structure is 
~80% of total embodied carbon 

impact

→ Pilot project in the nation’s first 

embodied carbon concrete code

Takeaways:

• Driver of both embodied carbon and 

cost in concrete is its structural 

requirements
03 - Concrete 05 - Metals 07 – Thermal and Moisture Protection

08 – Openings and Glazing 09 – Finishes

Challenging assumptions

Emerging pathways for low carbon 

concrete (LCC)!



08 – Openings and Glazing03 - Concrete 05 - Metals 07 – Thermal and Moisture Protection 09 – Finishes

Baseline Proposed

Meaningful action can come at any design stage!





Strategies for reducing carbon

-manufactured with renewable energy

-manufactured with less energy

-higher recycled content

-material reuse at end-of-life: e.g.

recycling concrete as aggregate



Q+A / Stretch break—



Leveraging LCA Tools—



LCA tools

+ so many more…more 

every day!



Mithun’s ideal project workflow



Case
Study—

Carbon accounting in the 

design process
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The Bush School
Seattle, WA



• How much carbon do we save with a 

mass timber structural system?

• What are the carbon savings of 
different types of mass timber systems?

Takeaways:

• 60+% savings from steel frame

• Potentially double savings with mass 

timber (CLT) over glulam

Schematic Design



Project leans towards steel frame system 

for load, constructability reasons...

• What is the whole-building impact? 
Can we meet the ILFI Zero Carbon 

standard?

Design Development

Hybrid system!



• Final carbon savings: ~50%!

• Start LCA work early

• Check-in points are critical for evaluating 

and achieving progress towards embodied 

carbon goals

• Hybrid approaches work!

Construction Documents

LESSONS LEARNED



Tips + tricks we’re using

− Hotspot analysis

− Data slicing + dicing in Excel

− Design portfolio GWP 

database

− Data visualization

− Tally templates in Revit



Building Carbon Literacy—



“Headstart capacity”



An iterative strategy to:

− Build carbon literacy

− Establish GWP benchmarks 

and targets

− Push design thinking

− Encourage R+D

− DO BETTER.

“Headstart capacity”



Lead time to:

− Discuss embodied carbon goals 

and strategies with project team

− Target project analysis - what did 

we learn last time and how can 

we do better this time?

− Research lower carbon 

alternatives

“Headstart capacity”



Build a GWP database!



04 - Masonry 06 – Wood/Plastics/Composites 08 – Openings and Glazing

03 - Concrete 05 - Metals 07 – Thermal and Moisture Protection 09 – Finishes

Concrete 

structure
Hybrid 

structure

Wood-

frame 

structure

GWP database + “headstart capacity”
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Project benchmarking



Learning opportunities happen all 

the time!

− Embodied carbon check-ins

− Lunch + learns

− Design crits

− Friendly office competition

− R+D

And more!

Mithun 2021 embodied carbon 

competition…big reveal!



Start LCA work early – be curious!

Work where you’re at!

Make LCA tools work for you.

Leverage carbon literacy for maximum 
impact.



Embodied carbon resources

Carbon Leadership Forum (CLF)

2030 Materials Palette

SE2050 Embodied Carbon Estimator

WoodWorks Carbon Calculator

Build Carbon Neutral
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mithun.com



Q+A—
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